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Please include:

1. An executive summary of the project:

2. A description of the location (City(s), County(s), etc.), proposed service areas, parners
involved and anticipated improvements.
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3. Goals of the project and community need to address including whether the proposed area is
unserved or economically distressed or what the compelling need is, if served.

4. The proposed infrastruture and access improvements planned, including the number of
proposed connected premisees and community anchor institutions, businesses, or other
organizations and the recipients to be served by the project.
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5. The short and long-term investment benefit to the community and service area proposed.


	1: The Iowa Tribe of Kansas and Nebraska (Iowa Tribe) is applying to extend fiber from the current termination point on the reservation to the Tribal Community Housing, businesses, and residents in White Cloud, Kansas. This area has historically been unserved with broadband service.
	2: The location of this project is in the northern eastern corner of Kansas in a very rural, remote, and economically depressed area. The project is based on a partnership between The Iowa Tribe, Doniphan County, Rainbow Telecommunications (ISP), and the City of White Cloud. The area served would be Tribal Housing and the City of White Cloud. This project would provide reliable high speed fiber internet services directly to the homes and businesses in the City of White Cloud and the Tribal Housing homes.
	3: During the Pandemic the Iowa Tribe, City of White Cloud, and Doniphan County identified that much of their county is unserved and underserved with broadband service. Not having broadband access to the internet causes hardships to the underserved population of the county, businesses, and educational institutions by not allowing them sufficient access to online education, telehealth, and inhibits economic development. The Tribe is seeking grant funding to allow them to work with the County, Rainbow Telecommunications, and the City of White Cloud in bringing reliable high speed internet to this unserved area.  By bringing high speed internet to this area the partners and community feel that access to education, healthcare, and economic opportunities will be improved.
	4: The Tribe plans to build fiber to the homes and businesses of White Cloud Kansas.  The area includes 110 homes, 4 anchor institutions, and 10 businesses.  The fiber service that will be installed in this area is capable of symmetrical 1 Gbp/s service to all locations in the service area.  The community will be able to choose from a variety of plans that can provide high speed quality service within the broadband guidelines as set by the FCC. 
	5: The short term benefits to the community and service include; access to online educational resources, access to video based tele-health, the ability to conduct business with high speed quality internet services, and closing the digital equity gap in this rural part of Kansas which is economically depressed.   Long term benefits include improving the livability of the community which in turn will attract more business, tourism, and future residents to the area. Rainbow Telecommunications has a long and successful track record of providing quality high speed internet services to rural areas such as this so the financial viability and long term operations is ensured as a service provider to this area.


